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課程名稱 
Course Title 細胞生物學

授課教師 
Instructor 馬明傑

學年度
Academic
year

98 學期
Semester 1

課程大綱

教學目標:
Medical students will understand the basics of cell biology and fundamentals 
of molecular biology. This course helps student grasp cellular organization 
and biochemistry and learns how cells signaling itself as well as 
communicating with one another. Students will also see how the above concepts 
under lie advanced concepts such as normal and abnormal genetic regulation in 
cancer. 

課程範圍:
Sections include the characteristics of eukaryotic cells, structure and 
function of organelles and the cytoskeleton, mitosis, membrane structure and 
composition, membrane proteins structures, receptors, membrane transport 
mechanisms, and a set of cell biology practice problems for normal and 
abnormal genetic regulation.

授課方式:
Lecture and illustration

課程進度及綱要:
週次 日   期 時   間 內      容 授課教師
1 9/15 13:40~15:30 Cell and organelles  王進賢
2 9/22 13:40~15:30 Membrane: their structure, function and chemistry 林鈺玲
3 9/29 13:40~15:30 Transport across membrane: overcoming the permeability 
barrier 卓貴美
4 10/6 13:40~15:30 The Endomembrane system and Peroxisomes  盧志峰
5 10/13 13:40~15:30 Signal transduction mechanism: Electrical synaptic 
signaling in neuron 李憶菁
6 10/20 13:40~15:30 Signal transduction mechanism: messengers and receptors 田
履黛
7 10/27 13:40~15:30 Cytoskeleton system  王嘉銓
8 11/3 13:40~15:30 Cellular movement: motility and contractility  馬明傑
9 11/10 13:40~15:30 Mid-Term Examination
10 11/17 13:40~15:30 Beyond the cell: the cell adhesions, cell junctions, and 
extracellular structures 吳文彬
11 11/24 13:40~15:30 The structural basis of cellular information: DNA, 
Chromosomes, and the nucleus 李紹楨
12 12/1 13:40~15:30 The cell cycle, DNA replication and mitosis 黃毓慈
13 12/8 13:40~15:30 Sexual reproduction, meiosis and genetic recombination  盧
志峰
14 12/15 13:40~15:30 Gene expression: I. The genetic code and transcription  
李紹楨
15 12/22 13:40~15:30 Gene expression: II. Protein synthesis and sorting 李紹楨
16 12/29 13:40~15:30 The regulation of gene expression 李紹楨
17 1/5 13:40~15:30 Cancer cells 盧志峰
18 1/12 13:40~15:30 Final Examination

參考書籍:
Becker et al., 2009. The world of the cell, 7th ed., Pearson.

評分方式:
平時成績 (包括出缺席) 佔10%與考試 (包含期中期末考和小考) 佔90%。


